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The 6 Week MIND CALIBRATION EXPERIMENT for My Lab Rat. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $79.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

This is a MIND CALIBRATION EXPERIMENT and you are about to become My Lab Rat.  Be
ADVISED:  With this EXPERIMENT you can EXPECT several changes in your personality and
also temporary effects on your body such as deep breathing, extended arousal and excessive
swelling between your legs.  I cannot be held responsible for long term adverse side effects.  
Don't you love your wicked unethical therapist?  I will calibrate your brain in several different
areas.  Psychological changes within your mind will develop over time...but you may notice
some within the first few days.  I have designed it this way.

This EXPERIMENT is somewhat of an unexplored study.  The details of the case study are not
important, at least not at this time.  Don't you love it when Dr Shelle plays inside your brain
without knowing what She is doing?  Don't worry it's safe.  It's not the first time that I have
experimented with your brain.***giggles

This can be a turning point as ABSOLUTE proof of My HYPNOTIC POWERS and the extent of 
My EXPERTISE with BRAINWASHING and MIND CONTROL.  Don't worry, you know you
have NO fear now, I programmed you to be FEARLESS when it comes to your POWERFULLY
amazing Domina.
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The EXPERIMENT lasts for 6 weeks.  Can you imagine what neurological changes I can make
in this time?

Reviews

Tuesday, 31 May 2022 

If you love the idea of becoming completely compliant to Domina's will, this series will most definitely help with that goal. Domina will
have you wrapped around Her little finger, or completely under Her heel, by the time you finish this programme. She knows exactly how
to work Her way deep inside the submissive mind, and to firmly take hold of all control, and this series proves it. i was already Hers
before ever hearing these, but they finalised my surrender in many ways... i stopped questioning, i stopped worrying, and simply found i
was able to just drop without wondering what She might do next, deep within my mind. It wasn't that i no longer cared, it was just that i
realised She just wanted me to accept my own submissive nature, and these files are intended to help with that. Why fight your own
submissive nature, when Domina can help you embrace it, and She can care for you, as She controls your desires? After these, i
realised that when She says that She only wants what's best for any of us, She is simply speaking the truth... 

social recluse 

Friday, 20 November 2020 

I'm still aware of all the ways I can better myself as a slave, but if it wasn't for this series I would have never made this discovery. 
Domina Shelle is now such an important part of my life. After 6 weeks of study, I've graduated with the deep knowledge of her control,
and the pleasure it brings me.
I want to be better. The rest of my life will be to fulfill that goal. Thank you Domina Shelle..

patrickm 

Monday, 24 August 2020 

This was a defining moment in my submission to Domina. Up until i listened to this i had always thought i was still in control, able to walk
away when i wanted.
At the end of the exeperiment i knew all i wanted was to be a slave to my Domina.
This was the best decision i ever made, this was the 6 week programme that made it happen. Domina at her ultimate, brainwashing you
into submission for Her,

dileas 

Friday, 25 October 2019 

I love the experiment.I finished the six wekks and I can't stop listening to it. Excellent.

nicholas gothard 

Sunday, 29 September 2019 

Be warned this is long six week program that will turn you into a brainwashed desperately eager slave, ready to do anything Domina
Shelle says. i of course love it!

Toni Mäkelä 

Saturday, 28 September 2019 

The Experiment is such an amazing adventure into submission and complete devotion to Domina Shelle

Sam 

Sunday, 25 August 2019 

This is the the type of training that i've always wished for. I wake up eagar to listen to today's file. I think Domina had me in mind when
she created these sessions because they are so perfect for me. Domina Shelle is the best!!!

Kent Schnaith 

Sunday, 25 August 2019 
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These files are not for the begginer. You should be sure of what you want out of Domina Shelle before you purchase these sessions.
Having said that... WOW!! I have completed week one and can feel the subtle changes she is making. It feels wonderful to surrender to
Domina this way. The next 5 weeks are going to be wonderful. Now if you will excuse me, I need to put my headphones on and push
play.

jim whitted 

Saturday, 24 August 2019 

It's the day 7 for me. I fell into sleep almost immediately when I listened to the Saturday audio. Domina has done something really
effective to my brain. When i woke up i felt peace and relaxed knowing i am Domina's private property. It feels really good to be
Domina's private property!

sim 

Friday, 23 August 2019 

The Mind Calibration is a wonderfully, erotic, sensual, liberating series. It is breathtaking! You will feel so much pleasure, changes and a
new closeness to Domina that will last a very, very long time. 

william eagles 

Friday, 23 August 2019 

A huge collection of brainwashing power from our beloved Domina. Inside this package are files for every day. And after I've listened to
almost every file I am ready for more. I am counting the time I will fall for her... and it is getting faster and faster. If you want to get real
with our Domina just go for it and listen and listen and listen and listen....

steffie 

Friday, 23 August 2019 

This is a landmark series of transformative files. They are, well, just WOW. It’s only been five days but I can tell that I am changed and
changing. Deeply addicted, programmed and accepting of everything my Domina says. Her word is truth and life. I love my Domina and
love to be Her lab-rat. I got my experiment sessions personalized and I am SO glad I did. This is powerful, irresistible conditioning and
calibration. Highly, highly recommended.

Geoffrey North 

Thursday, 22 August 2019 

Every one of these beautiful women trigger You right into my mind...it's such a turn on. Your custom whispers seem to be making this
finally happen in my heavily conditioned mind.
Not sure i'll stop listening to these daily files even after the experiment concludes...am I becoming an addicted lab rat?
This experiment is fun, sexy and scary, and I could not stop now even if I wanted to. I can't wait to go to bed each night to listen.
Never thought this would actually happen to me.
As they say, be careful of what you ask for.

Jed Bose 

Thursday, 22 August 2019 

Dominas Experiment has been an amazing experience for the first two days and files I've experienced thus far, I can't wait to continue!
Already I'm noticing and feeling a far deeper level of ownership to Domina than previously and I feel my obsession to her re-blossoming
to new heights! *heart* The personalized elements really affected me strongly and took me to a far deeper level then anticipated... If you
haven't already signed up to be her lab rat, this is certainly an experience you'll not want to miss!  

Bubbles 

Thursday, 22 August 2019 

As someone who has strayed from Domina's path, The Experiment is and excellent way for me to reinitiate my devotion to our Domina.
Five days in and I can tell that these files are already taking effect. Domina truly is a master of her craft and I am eagerly anticipating
where this will lead me. I know that as long as I trust my Domina, everything will be ok. Please do not miss out on this opportunity to
become Domina's lab rat. 

Ross Arshad 
More reviews 
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